
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Cloud5 Demonstrates AI-Powered HDX Platform at HITEC 2019 

 
Results of the Network Management Platform’s first 100+ Properties, Booth 720 

 
 
MINNEAPOLIS - HITEC 2019 (June 17, 2019) – Powered by artificial intelligence and self-healing 
network technology, Cloud5’s Hospitality Dashboard Experience (HDX) is the first-of-its kind 
platform for managing connectivity from the guest perspective. Hospitality technology professionals 
can see how HDX provides a holistic view of network services and experience in the Cloud5 
Communications booth #720 during HITEC 2019 in Minneapolis. 
 
Cloud5 HDX has been collecting and aggregating data from more than 100 properties to offer 
valuable guest-centric network insights across user roles. During HITEC, Cloud5 will demonstrate 
three user views for managing connectivity, including the general manager, property engineer and 
corporate manager dashboards. Click here to view the Corporate Manager Dashboard. 
 
“In this increasingly complex technology environment, the hospitality industry is looking for 
simplicity -- we’ve heard that loud and clear from big brands execs to property managers,” said 
Mark Holzberg, President and Chief Executive Officer for Cloud5 Communications. “With HDX, 
Cloud5 is able to give hoteliers the tools they need to simplify network management, predict and 
prevent issues, and ensure the best possible guest connectivity experience – all in one place.” 
 
With connectivity powered by artificial intelligence, Cloud5 HDX will offer a predictive network 
solution that identifies and resolves network health issues before they impact guests across 
applications, including Internet, Voice, Guest Service, IoT, and more. Leveraging machine learning 
and role-based views of the hotel technology ecosystem, the hardware-agnostic HDX platform 
helps simplify network management, continuously improve guest experience and power smarter 
decision making by managing every aspect of the guest experience proactively.  
 
“Data shows that up to 70% of properties are not configured to optimize capacity which can lead to 
connectivity issues and poor guest experience,” said Neil Schubert, Senior Vice President of 
Product Management and Development, Cloud5 Communications. “HDX guest experience 
monitoring empowers hoteliers to elevate their game by using predictive models that can anticipate 
potential bottle necks and more – they get insight into the consumption and usage of their 
networks and can design marketing actions or partnership initiatives accordingly.”  
 
About Cloud5 Communications  
Cloud5 is hospitality's #1 communications technology & services platform. Serving thousands of 
hotels, we design, build and support high-performance Internet and voice solutions for hotels 
committed to offering the best connectivity experience. Solutions include guest HSIA, conference 
WiFi products and management, back office Internet, cloud-based and on-premises PBX, 
WAN/LAN management and high-conversion contact center services. For more information on 
Cloud5 solutions, visit www.cloud5.com, or call 877.241.2516. 
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Cloud5 Communications is hospitality's leading communications technology & 
services platform and a preferred vendor for leading hotel brands. Serving thousands 
of hotels, Cloud5 designs, builds and supports high-performance Internet and voice 
solutions for hotels committed to offering the best connectivity experience. Solutions 
include guest HSIA, conference WiFi products and management, back office Internet, 
cloud-based and on-premises PBX, WAN/LAN management and high-conversion 
contact center services. 

 
HDX: Hospitality Dashboard Experience 
HDX is a first-of-its kind platform for managing connectivity from the guest 
perspective. It helps simplify network management, continuously improve guest 
experience and power smarter decision making by leveraging AI and self-healing 
network technology. And because HDX is hardware agnostic, it can aggregate and 
analyze data across applications and vendors.   

With HDX, hoteliers see connectivity through a single pane of glass, so they can: 
 

1. Make better decisions using analytics & insights 
2. Continuously improve guest experience 
3. Monitor all systems and devices from one place  
4. Resolve issues proactively before there is impact to guests 
5. Monetize data and insights from your hotel network 

 
 
Meet with Cloud5 executives in the booth: 

▪ Mark Holzberg, President & CEO 
▪ Neil Schubert, SVP Product Management & Development 

 
 
# 720 
 
Cloud5 is offering Free HDX Network Discovery for 90-days of data collection and 
analysis to the first ten hotels that qualify. 
 
Corporate Manager Dashboard (download) – Caption: HDX’s Corporate Manager 
dashboard allows users to view guest experience and network performance for the 
portfolio or an individual property. 
 
New hire Tara Dean, Director of Business Development (download) – Headshot 
 
Katrina Pruitt-Andrews | Vice President of Marketing, Cloud5 Communications 
katrina.andrews@Cloud5.com, 312-985-0653 
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See Like 
NEVER BEFORE

HDX  Hospitality Dashboard Experience



Hospitality Dashboard Experience (HDX) allows hoteliers 
to see their network like never before — from the guest 
perspective.  It is an innovative platform that streamlines 
processes and improves guest satisfaction by leveraging 
artificial intelligence and self-healing network technology to 
proactively manage the guest experience. 

• View and manage all network information and events with 
one solution.

• Boost accountability with role-based views.

• Anticipate and remedy potential issues before they affect 
your guest experience.

• Streamline processes and reduce costs through 
automation & predictive monitoring.

• Compare performance with KPI benchmarks by portfolio, 
multi-property and single hotel views. 

Connectivity from Every Perspective

HDX is a single 
pane of glass to 
your network and 
guest connectivity 
experience. 

HDX

+1 312 850 3399  •  +1 877 241 2516 toll free     
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Continuously Improve the Guest Experience
Never check-in a guest in a less than perfect room again. Gain re-
al-time insight into guest-facing systems to reduce the impact of 
potential problems. Anticipate and remedy issues before they affect 
guest connectivity. And proactively take action and build guest loyalty.

Simplify Network Management
Proactive, self- healing technology simplifies the management of in-
creasingly complex networks and demands less time from your staff. 
You’ll reduce the probability of outages and minimize network  
management costs.

Make Smarter, Data-Driven Decisions
Understand network analytics and usage trends
that drive informed decision making. Be ahead of the budgeting game 
when you know the status of hard-ware and capacity by hotel, region 
and portfolio.

How it Works

HDX Gives Your Hotel the  
Guest Advantage

Collects & Aggregates Data 

Applies Advanced  Artificial 
Intelligence & Analytics 

Self-Heals the Network

Delivers Powerful  
Decision-Making Insights

HDX

+1 312 850 3399  •  +1 877 241 2516 toll free     
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Corporate Manager View

Data-Driven Management Decisions 

Manage Smarter
Optimize capacity management, system life cycle and 
planning with data-driven decisions.

View the Forest & Each Tree
Benchmark the portfolio and each property. Interact
with data using a robust business intelligence tool.

Complete Reporting Control
Use self-service reporting to create customized  
reports or slice and dice new data sets.

+1 312 850 3399  •  +1 877 241 2516 toll free     

www.cloud5.com  •  info@cloud5.com    © 2019 Cloud5 Communications.

HDX



Property Engineer View

Anticipate & Act 

Trigger Preventative Maintenance
Automatic notifications alert staff to the most critical 
issues. Monitor progress and take action with one click.

Predictive, Self-Healing
Machine learning technology preemptively identifies  
and resolves issues, without human intervention.

Hardware Agnostic
See a complete view of disparate systems.  
Troubleshoot issues across multi-vendor networks.

HDX
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Hotel Manager View

Guest Experience From Every Angle

Guest at a Glance
One simple view of your hotel and guest experience  
allows your to identify potential issues and take action.

Take Action with One Click
Automated notifications with actionable data enable  
you to open a ticket, notify the GM, and more.

Maximize Guest Satisfaction
Respond to issues proactively and build guest  
satisfaction by triggering guest service actions. 

HDX

+1 312 850 3399  •  +1 877 241 2516 toll free     
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Trusted by Thousands of Hotels

Cloud5’s suite of holistic solutions work together to simply deliver 
better connections between guests and staff for brand hotels, 
independents, condos & timeshares, and management companies. 

+1 312 850 3399  •  +1 877 241 2516 toll free   •  www.cloud5.com  •  info@cloud5.com
    © 2019 Cloud5 Communications.

• Guest & Staff Internet

• Event HSIA Services

• Hosted and On-Premises PBX

• Network Managed Services & Support

• Connectivity Experience Dashboard

• LAN/WAN Management

• PBX System Support

• SIP Trunking

• SD-WAN

• Hotel Contact Center



Hospitality’s #1
Communications Technology

& Services Platform

  

PLANNING FOR WHAT’S NEXT

The new Cloud5 is helping more than  
4,000 hotels keep up with the rapid pace of  
change in guest communications. Our goal 
is to simplify hotel networks, surprise and 
delight your guests, and save you money 
along the way.

We’ve expanded our expert support and 
account management teams, invested over a 
million dollars in network infrastructure, and 
put even more focus on anticipating what’s 
next in hotel guest engagement.

www.cloud5.com  |  info@cloud5.com

+1 312 850 3399  |  +1 877 241 2516
    © 2017 Cloud5 Communications.

 TRUSTED BY THOUSANDS OF HOTELS

Our suite of holistic solutions 
work together to simply deliver 
better connections between 
guests and staff for brand 
hotels, independents, condos & 
timeshares, and management 
companies. 

• Guest-Staff-Event HSIA

• Hosted and On-Premises PBX

• Automated Guest Engagement

• Network Managed Services & Support

• LAN/WAN Management

• PBX System Support

• SIP Trunking

• Hotel Reservations



END-TO-END HSIA SOLUTIONS TELEPHONY SOLUTIONS

 SUPPORT & ANALYTICS

• Guest Internet - Industry-leading guest WiFi 
networks customized to meet increasing 
guest requirements across multiple devices.

• Back Office Internet - Stay connected with 
staff throughout the hotel property.

• Event Services - Generate incremental 
revenue and deliver top WiFi services 
for special events and conferences with 
customized SSIDs, splash pages, and event 
coordinator monitoring and control.

• Hosted PBX - Robust features and flexibility 
of cloud-based voice that always have the 
latest features and grow with you.

• On-Premise PBX - High performance 
premise-based voice through a partnership 
with industry leader Mitel.

• Unbreakable Voice - Never drop a call with 
the optimizing performance of SD-WAN plus 
seamless failover.

• SIP Trunking - Cut monthly costs by up to 
60% by moving voice traffic from traditional 
telecom carriers to the Internet.

• Hosted Services - Enhance voice services 
with Auto-Attendant, VoiceMail and Call 
Accounting functionality and provide a 
migration path to a fully hosted environment. 

Cloud5 is a Marriott GPNS Full Certified Provider. 

We provide HSIA and Voice solutions and support to the leading 
brands, management companies and independent hotels.

• Take Control - Monitor networks and 
support guests with 24/7/365 Help Desk 
with bilingual support, and redundant data 
center backup. 

 CONTACT CENTER

• Higher Conversion - Proven award-winning 
processes and industry expertise increase 
conversion rates by 6+ percentage points, 
delivering higher ADR and loyalty. 

• CRO Services - Sales Optimization, Loyalty 
Desk, Group Sales, OTA Rate Loading, 
Social Media Management, & more. 

• Operator Services  - Reduce labor costs 
and boost guest satisfaction by directing 
guest requests to 24X7 call center.

 NETWORK CONTROL

• User Dashboard & Network Management 
Monitor and control network performance to 
understand trends and usage analytics. 

• SD-WAN - Increase network agility 
and decrease costs with bandwidth 
consolidation and optimization.

 INTRODUCING HDX

• Hospitality Dashboard Experience (HDX) 
Combines automation, BI and self-healing 
network technology to proactively manage 
the guest experience.

 GUEST ENGAGEMENT

• Voice-Based Engagement - Greet guests, 
respond to requests with branded devices.

• Text Message Engagement - Automated 
guest service powered by IBM Watson 
eliminates poor reviews and grows revenue.



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Cloud5 Communications Announces Key Sales Hire in Western U.S. with Tara Dean  
as Director of Business Development 

 

 

CHICAGO (June 6, 2019) –   Industry leader Cloud5 Communications continues to grow its business 

development team with the appointment of Tara Dean as a Director of Business Development. Dean draws 

upon 15 years of technology experience and a deep knowledge of High-Speed Internet Access (HSIA), 

converged networks, telephony and software solutions to offer Cloud5’s comprehensive line of communication 

products to lodging customers in the Western U.S.  

 

Prior to joining Cloud5, Dean served as the top selling account director with Sunray Technology Ventures, a 

hospitality network design and management company specializing in serving full-service, upscale and boutique 

hotels. For more than eight years, she was responsible for managing customer relationships and meeting the 

high expectations luxury and conference properties have for HSIA. Most notably, Dean was responsible for 

maintaining and growing Sunray’s portfolio of Starwood company-managed hotels focused in the Western U.S. 

and securing preferred vendor status with a variety of brands.  

 

“Cloud5 is honored to have such a well-respected professional as Tara, with her reputation for customer 

service excellence and proven expertise, join our business development team. Her experience with Starwood 

and high-touch approach of offering education and guidance will be well received by our customers,” said Mark 

Holzberg, President & CEO, Cloud5 Communications.  

 

Dean’s hospitality technology background is rooted in market development at SuperClick where she grew the 

customer base for HSIA and IP Converged Networks. Prior to SuperClick, she held sales and account 

management leadership roles with Extreme Integration, Integra Telecom/Electric Lightwave, and Inter-Tel 

Technologies.  

 

“Cloud5 is considered the leader in providing advanced Internet solutions for the country’s top brand-managed 

properties. I am excited to step up to become part of the Cloud5 team,” said Dean. “In a highly dynamic 

market, Cloud5 is perfectly positioned to help hotel operators and owners transform their businesses with 

disruptive new technology, like the AI-driven Hospitality Dashboard Experience (HDX), and enhanced 

guest connectivity to compete and win guests in the long game.” 

 

Based in Phoenix, AZ, Dean is a member of HTNG and holds a BA in Business Administration from 

Washington State University.   

 

About Cloud5 Communications  
Cloud5 Communications is hospitality’s #1 communications technology & services platform. Serving thousands 

of hotels, we design, build and support high-performance Internet and voice solutions for hotels committed to 

offering the best connectivity experience. Solutions include guest HSIA, conference WiFi products and 

management, back office Internet, cloud-based and on-premises PBX, WAN/LAN management and high-

conversion contact center services. For more information on Cloud5 solutions, visit www.cloud5.com, or call 

877.241.2516. 
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